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b February 27, 1990

U.S.NuclearRegulatohy. Commission
Mail' Station P1-137
Washington,-D.C. 20555-

Attention: Document Control Desk

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: Grand Gulf Nuclear Station
Unit 1

- Docket No. 50-416
$ License No. NPF-29

Failure to Test Redundant
Solenoid on Isolation Valve
LER 90-002-00
AECM-90/0045

Attached is Licensee Event Report (LER) 90-002-00 which is a final>

report.

- Yours truly,

m y - r r_, _-

WTC:cg
Attachment

- cc: Mr. D. C. Hintz (w/a)
Mr. T._H. Cloninger (w/a)
Mr. R.'B. McGehee (w/a)
Mr. N. S. Reynolds (w/a)
Mr. H. L. Thomas (w/o)
Mr. H. O. Christensen (w/a)

i

Mr. Stewart D. Ebneter (w/a) !

Regional. Administrator '{
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

'

Region II
101 Marietta St., N.W., Suite 2900 i

Atlanta, Georgia 30323 --

Mr. L. L. Kintner, Project Manager (w/a) ;

office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Mail Stop 14B20
Washington, D.C. 20555
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FACILITY NAME (H DOCKET NUMWER GI PADI 3i

Grand Gulf Nuclear Station - Unit 1 0|5|0|0|0|4|1|6 1 |or| 0 g 4
TITLE les

Failure to Test Redundant Solenoid Isolation Valve
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Riley Ruffin / Licensing Spt alist 6 0|1 4 1 3|7|-|2|1|6|71
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During a SERI initiated Safety System Functional Assessment observation on
January 24, 1990, it was discovered that the Division II solenoid associated

* with Secondary containment Isolation valve 1G46F253 was not being operated
during the quarterly valve stroke time tests as required by the plant
Technical Specifications. However, the solenoid was operated during a test
performed every 24 months.

Failure to operate the Division 11 solenoid quarterly was due to en
inadequacy in the surveillance procedure. The procedure required only the
Division I solenoid to be operated during the quarterly test. The valve was
subsequently tested using the Division II solenoid and its isolation time
was found to be within the Technical Specification required isolation time.
The surveillance procedure is being changed to include the Division II
solenoid operation during the quarterly test.

It was determined that the isolation valve had closure times within the
maximum limit of 30 seconds. Therefore, there was no reduction of the
safety function provided by the valve.
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[ A., ' Reportable Occurrence
{ *

.
. . 1

During a SERI [nitiated Safety System Functional Assessment j

observation,-it was discovered that the Division II solenoid (SVF52BB), j

associated with the Secondary containment Isolation valve 1G46F253, was' 1

!' not being operated during quarterly stroke time testing of.the
'

.'

isolation valve. The Division I. solenoid was being tested quarterly to
meet Technical Specifications requirements. However, the quarterly ;

,

surveillance failed to fully meet the Technical Specification'

requirements of testing both Division I and Division II solenoids on a
quarterly frequency. This incident is reported pursuant to

'10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

B. Initial Condition
, ..

The plant was operating at approximately 100 percent power at the time
'of the discovery.

C. Description'of Occurrence
,

The Secondary Containment Isolation Valve 1G46F253 is tested to
determine.its stroke time on a quarterly frequency as required by
Technical Specification 4.6.6.2 and 4.0.5. The quarterly surveillance ,

' demonstrates the operability of the isolation valve. The 1G46F253
valve is the secondary containment isolation on the Fuel Pool Cooling ,

and Cleanup (EIIS code: DA) Backwash Receiver Tank effluent line'to
Radwaste. This dual solenoid air-operated valve is the boundary r

between secondary containment and the Radwaste pipe chase tunnel.
Heretofore,.the. valve operability,was demonstrated quarterly by

- verifying the isolation valve open, then taking the Control Room
handswitch for the Division I solenoid valve (SV-528A) to close. This
. action deenergized the Division I solenoid causing instrument air to'be !

expelled from the valve actuator, allowing the valve to'close. The
quarterly surveillance contained an attachment which demonstrated the
valve operability every 24 months by using the handswitch for the
Division II solenoid valve (SV-F528B). .In each case, the stroke time ,

was recorded and the data was evaluated using Inservice Inspection -!

criteria. The surveillance requires the operation of the Division I
solenoid quarterly and the Division II solenoid every 24 months to
stroke the valve. However, the 24 month frequency does not meet the
requirements-established in' Technical Specification 4.6.6.2 and 4.0.5
for stroke timing.
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.There are four other dual solenoid air-operated isolation valves of
similar design. The surveillances for these valves do require both ,

divisions-to be operated during'the stroke timing test to verify
operability.

D. Apparent cause
-

,

The Operations Surveillance Procedure (06-OP-1G41-Q-0001) for testing |
the 1G46F253 valve has never required quarterly testing of the valve,

e

stroke time using the Division II solenoid. Therefore, the procedure
was never adequate to meet the testing frequency requirements
established in Technical Specification 4.6.6.2 and 4.0.5.

E. Supplemental Corrective Actions

Special instructions were prepared and used with the quarterly -
surveillance to perform a test on January 26, 1990 using the Division
II solenoid. The isolation time was taken and found to be within the

maximum isolation time (30 sec.). The test was performed three times
to obtain baseline data.

The Surveillance Procedure 06-OP-1G41-Q-0001 is being changed to
perform the test using both Division I and Division II solenoids
quarterly. The change should be incorporated by March 1, 1990.

-

Test procedures for other dual solenoid air-operated isolation valves
were reviewed to ensure both solenoids were being tested.at the
required frequency. No other discrepancies were found.

F. Safety Assessment

The use of single secondary containment isolation valves versus dual
secondary containment isolation valves is discussed in UFSAR Section
6.2.3.2. The majority of the lines which penetrate secondary
containment also penetrate primary containment. These lines contain

I two secondary containment isolation valves. Each valve is designated
either Division I or Division II. This makes the isolations separate
and redundant. The lines which contain a single air-operated isolation

__

valve (such as 1G46F253) penetrate only secondary containment and not
primary containment. The single air-operated isolation valves are

| provided with dual (redundant) solenoids which receive signals from
l' redundant divisions. Either solenoid can actuate closure of the valve.
L This arrangement is to ensure that a single failure would not

| compromise the safety function of the valve.

l-
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The tests performed in accordance with the quarterly surveillance
required the stroke times to be recorded. ~ Stroke times for the,

; isolation valve were last taken in 1988 from the 24 month frequency
test performet using the Division 11 solenold. The recorded stroke
time was acceptable in accordance with the Inservice Inspection
acceptance criteria and within Techn.ical Specification limits.

On January 26,-1990, the Division II solenoid wat used during the'.
stroke time test of 1G46F253. The isolation val u was found-to have an
approximate closure time of 2.5 seconds. Therefore, there was no
reduction in the safety function provided by the valve.
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